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Summary
1. Correlational studies of reproductive success are plagued by difficulty over the direction of
causation. For example, improved reproductive success with age can result from increased
experience or reproductive effort, or selection against low-quality phenotypes that survive poorly.
An association between supernumeraries and reproductive success in cooperative breeders can
arise either because supernumeraries boost productivity, or productive territories accumulate
supernumeraries.
2. Paired comparisons of parents sampled with and without supernumeraries have recently been
widely applied to quantify help. However, Dickinson & Hatchwell (2004) have argued that this
approach is flawed. They conjectured that those groups that gain supernumeraries are a biased
superior sample of those that initially lack supernumeraries, while groups that lose supernumeraries
will be a sample of inferior cooperative groups. They predict that these biased comparisons will
underestimate the effect of help.
3. This conjecture has neither been explored theoretically, nor empirically tested. We use data from
a 19-year study of the superb fairy-wren Malurus cyaneus to examine the conjecture and derive
predictors of annual reproductive success in this species.
4. We introduce statistical models of reproductive success based on a zero-inflated Poisson link
function to identify three strong correlates of reproductive success: high spring rainfall, progress
from the first to later years of life, and acquisition of supernumeraries.
5. First year females that died after breeding and those that survived to breed again had similar
productivity. As female productivity improves with age, increased reproductive skill or effort is
implicated rather than selection against inferior phenotypes.
6. We argue that the Dickinson–Hatchwell conjecture does not constrain paired comparisons in
M. cyaneus. The dominant male and breeding female gain no immediate fecundity advantage from
supernumeraries.
7. Effects on the future survival of dominants are even more difficult, as while helpers could
enhance survival of dominants, a territory that facilitates survival should also accumulate
philopatric supernumeraries. Males, the philopatric sex, did not survive better on territories
with supernumeraries. However, females, the dispersive sex, had higher survival as the number of
supernumeraries increased, because helpers allowed them to reduce the costs of reproduction.
These data exacerbate the paradox posed by previously reported costs that supernumeraries impose
on dominant males.
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Introduction
The fundamental assumption of many of the hypotheses that
attempt to explain the occurrence of cooperative breeding in
birds is that the presence of supernumerary birds (so-called
helpers) enhances the reproductive success of the dominants
they assist. For example, this relationship is necessary for
helpers to gain indirect fitness benefits from kin selection
(Emlen 1995; Griffin & West 2003), and direct fitness benefits
from group augmentation (Kokko, Johnstone & CluttonBrock 2001). However, there are considerable difficulties in
confirming that supernumeraries have a positive effect on
productivity (Cockburn 1998; Dickinson & Hatchwell 2004).
A simple correlation between the number of supernumeraries
and productivity on the territory provides no information
because such a correlation is expected if helpers increase
productivity, or some territories and/or breeders are of better
quality, and hence are more likely to accumulate supernumeraries
(Brown et al. 1982).
Four approaches to this problem have been suggested.
First, experimental removal of supernumeraries is likely to be
informative (Brown et al. 1982; Mumme 1992), but this
approach suffers because removals simultaneously manipulate many additional variables rather than help per se, and
have the potential to disrupt social relationships within the
group profoundly (Dunn & Cockburn 1996; Jamieson &
Quinn 1997; Cockburn 1998). Second, in some species it is
possible to compare the productivity of groups where
supernumeraries provision with those where they do not
(Davies & Hatchwell 1992; Magrath & Yezerinac 1997). While
this approach is potentially powerful, it is only applicable where
supernumeraries often fail to provision, which is rare among
cooperatively breeding birds. Third, it has been suggested
that statistical models that incorporate the effect of territory
and the identity of the breeder as random effects may allow
the influence of supernumerary provisioning to be disentangled
(Cockburn 1998). These methods offer some promise because
other impacts on productivity, such as variation between
years in reproductive output, can be explicitly controlled.
However, such modelling can be subject to overinterpretation.
While small estimates for random effects could be interpreted
to indicate that there is no effect of territory or parental quality,
these parameters are rarely estimated with the same power
that is obtained for fixed effects. For example, sampling at a
sufficient intensity to estimate whether there are separate
effects of territory and parental ability requires sampling of
the same individuals on different territories, which is unlikely
to be possible for most study species.
Finally, it has been suggested that a comparison between
the productivity of adults with and without supernumeraries
allows the effect of help to be detected (Marzluff & Balda
1990; Green et al. 1995). The paired comparison approach
has been applied with increasing frequency (Caffrey 2000;
Legge 2000; Eguchi et al. 2002), and often fails to detect a
benefit from help. However, this approach was criticized by
Dickinson & Hatchwell (2004), who argued that because
the comparison is only possible on territories where helper

number changes, inference is based on a biased sample.
Territories where the number of supernumeraries increase are
likely to have been initially more productive than average,
while decline in the number of supernumeraries is most likely
on unproductive territories. Dickinson & Hatchwell conjecture
that this will obscure the effect of help in paired comparisons.
The logic of this claim has not been explored, nor has its
empirical foundation been tested.
Superb fairy-wrens Malurus cyaneus (Ellis, 1782) are
particularly interesting as they have been used as a textbook
example of the effects of kin selection, based on the discredited
approach of identifying a correlation between group size and
territory productivity (Brown 1975; Grafen 1984). Not only is
this approach conceptually flawed, but molecular dissection
of the fairy-wren mating system has revealed extremely high
rates of extra-group mating (Mulder et al. 1994); therefore,
supernumeraries often care for young to which they are
completely unrelated, suggesting a limited role for kin
selection (Dunn, Cockburn & Mulder 1995). Unfortunately,
this species is particularly sensitive to experimental manipulation
of the presence of supernumeraries (Mulder & Langmore
1993; Dunn & Cockburn 1996), and all supernumeraries provision young (Dunn & Cockburn 1996), precluding the use of
these methods for detecting the effects of help. Here we use
data from a long-term study to explore the statistical and
paired comparison approaches, in the hope of developing
generally applicable methods. We pay particular attention
to the Dickinson–Hatchwell conjecture, and introduce new
statistical methods for analysing reproductive success.

Materials and methods
SPECIES AND STUDY SITE

We studied fairy-wrens at the Australian National Botanic Gardens
in Canberra from 1988 until 2007, encompassing 19 breeding
seasons. The first nests are usually initiated in September, and
although in most years many birds initiate their final nest in December,
the last nests can fledge as late as early March. The study area
initially comprised about 30 territories. However, it was expanded
through 1991 and 1992 to incorporate between 55 and 90 territories,
from which the complete nesting history and performance of
offspring is determined by continuous census. Basic field methods
are described in Cockburn et al. (2003).
Female fairy-wrens are multibrooded, and occasionally rear three
broods to independence. Starvation of nestlings is negligible. However, nest predation is high, and females can initiate as many as eight
clutches in a season. All females must disperse before the start of
their first breeding season in order to gain a breeding vacancy, while
males are the most philopatric year-round territorial birds studied
thus far (Cockburn et al. 2008), with most spending their entire
lives on their natal territory, whether or not they inherit the breeding
vacancy (Mulder 1995; Cockburn et al. 2008). If they do disperse it
is to an adjacent territory, and such dispersal is only possible if
all males in that territory die. Because females suffer considerable
mortality during this pre-breeding dispersal, the adult population is
strongly male-biased, and as many as five adult males can occupy a
single territory, though dispersal of young females means that there
is only one breeding female. The oldest male is dominant, and guards
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the single breeding female. The supernumerary younger males assist
the breeding pair to feed and defend offspring. Like females, males
become sexually active at 1 year of age, and supernumerary males
can be successful at siring offspring (Double & Cockburn 2003;
Dunn & Cockburn 1999).

CURRENCY OF REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS

Three features of the fairy-wren life history influence the currency
used in these analyses: the number of young raised to 4 weeks
post-fledging during a breeding season. First, clutch size variation
is quite conservative, with the overwhelming majority of broods
comprising three or four eggs, so the capacity of supernumeraries to
influence output is limited. However, annual productivity could
potentially be high as 12 offspring if three broods of four were
successfully reared. Re-nesting could potentially be accelerated in
the presence of helpers if they freed the female to initiate a new
clutch. Second, although nests are highly vulnerable to predators,
predation is most likely during the first few days after fledging, as
fledglings fly poorly for the first week out of the nest, and are preyed
upon heavily by an avian predator, pied currawongs Strepera
graculina (Shaw, 1790). Finally, some females make long distance
dispersal movements several weeks after they are fledged (Mulder
1995), so their fate can no longer be monitored. While these
movements usually occur 6–10 weeks after fledging, we have
recorded one instance of dispersal at 5 weeks. Hence, we model the
seasonal production of young that survive to 4 weeks post-fledging,
after predation has declined, but before dispersal is possible.
Analyses included only females that survived for the majority of
the breeding season, i.e. until at least 90% of the population had
stopped breeding. We excluded from analyses any case where the
circumstances of the female (her mate, or the number of supernumeraries) changed during the breeding season. We also excluded
cases where we had undertaken interventions that were likely to
inflate (caging of nests, n = 21) or reduce (addition of a cuckoo egg,
n = 5) the reproductive success of the female during that season.
However, because groups are quite stable, and our interventions
were rare, in most seasons our sample for analysis includes at least
90% of breeding females. The major exception was the 1995/96
breeding season, when an epidemic of unknown cause killed many
birds during the breeding season, so only 70% of territories were
fully sampled. The final sample was 421 females sampled in 927
seasons (mean = 2·20 seasons ± 1·54 SD, maximum = 8).

STATISTICAL MODELLING OF PRODUCTIVITY

Our first approach was to build statistical models of female annual
reproductive success. During initial analysis we encountered a
problem that has received little attention in the study of life-history
ecology, though it is likely to be pervasive. Seasonal productivity
ranged from 0 to 9. High values were rare, as is commonly the case
for count data, and can be approached in statistical modelling using
a Poisson distribution. However, the distribution was bimodal, with
the strongest mode at zero reproductive success (Fig. 1). Indeed,
females failed to rear any young to independence in 31% (285 of 927)
of breeding seasons.
Distributions of this sort are called zero-inflated Poisson (hereafter ZIP), and are beginning to attract use in ecology (Welsh et al.
1996; Barry & Welsh 2002; Martin et al. 2005). In principle, this
problem is easily handled if the two modes are discrete, so that no
zero values could have arisen through the same processes affecting
the positive values, as it is possible to analyse the zeroes and positive

Fig. 1. Variation in the number of young raised to independence
during a single breeding season on territories of M. cyaneus.

values separately. However, if the mean value is low, some of the
zeroes will arise from the same sampling process that gives values of
1, 2, 3, etc. Welsh et al. (1996) compared a number of methods for
dealing with this case, and recommend an approach they called the
conditional ZIP model, which we follow here. In brief, this involves
initially modelling the occurrence of reproductive failure using a
generalized linear model with a logit link and binomial error. The
cases where some reproductive success occurred are then modelled
in a second generalized linear model with a truncated Poisson
distribution. The predictions from the two models can also be combined because there is no covariance between the estimators for the two
models. We calculated means, variances and standard errors using a
conventional generalized linear model approach using the estimators in
Appendix A of Welsh et al. (1996, pp. 306 –307). We fitted these models
in Genstat 9 for Windows using code written by C. Donnelly
(Statistical Consultancy Unit, Australian National University).
Potentially, a very large number of variables can be included as
explanatory variables. However, we had particular a priori interest
in some interactions (between climatic variables and age and the
presence of supernumeraries), so it was desirable to reduce the
number of explanatory variables in order to facilitate the fitting of
interaction terms. Exploratory data analysis suggested that some
responses to variables of interest were nonlinear. In particular,
any change associated with the age of the breeding female was
concentrated in the first 3 years of life (Fig. 2a), and statistical
modelling repeatedly revealed a strong contrast between the first
and second year of life, though no significant differences thereafter.
In a similar fashion, any correlations with the number of supernumeraries occurred between the transition from zero to one or more
(Fig. 2b). We therefore used dichotomous factors to describe age
(1 vs. older) and the presence of supernumeraries (present or not),
which facilitated fitting interaction terms. We used a similar
approach to find whether the age of the dominant male was influential.
However, exploratory analysis and formal modelling suggested
male age was not associated with productivity at all, yet it greatly
increased the complexity of interaction terms. For simplicity, male
age is not included in the analyses reported here. In order to control
for environmental effects, we also used exploratory data analysis to
identify variables that described weather conditions. The nature of
the climate of the study area means that high rainfall during the
breeding season is correlated with low temperatures. We have
therefore used rainfall from August to November (hereafter spring
rainfall) as an indicator of breeding conditions, though any of a
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In order to explore whether differences between 1-year-old and
older females reflect selection against 1-year-old female, we initially
fitted ZIP models to test whether there was a difference in reproductive
success between 1-year-old females that did and did not survive to
breed again. In order to explore the Dickinson–Hatchwell conjecture,
we fitted ZIP models to distinguish between four classes of breeders
that were sampled in two consecutive years. First, some birds
remain as unassisted pairs (Neither). Second, some unassisted
pairs gain a supernumerary (Increaser). Third, some birds have
supernumeraries in both years (Both). Finally, some groups lose
their supernumeraries (Decreaser). The data we report here are for
470 transitions for 223 females; 129 (57%) of these females were
sampled both with and without helpers.
We then examined the performance of females sampled over
2 years by fitting residual maximum likelihood models (REML) of
the change in reproductive success using three factors (climate
change, breeder class and age). We included the identity of the
breeding female as a random term in these models (inclusion of the
male was attempted in exploratory data analysis but lead to negative
estimates of the variance component). These models were analysed
in Genstat for Windows version 9.
Finally, we performed paired comparisons between birds where
group size had changed, and where females changed from the first
to second year of life.

STATISTICAL MODELLING OF SURVIVAL EFFECTS

Fig. 2. Annual production of independent young by M. cyaneus in
relation to: (a) the age of the female; and (b) the number of helpers.
Sample sizes are the number of breeding years.

number of correlated weather variables returns similar results, albeit
with slightly lower explanatory power. We tested age of the breeding
female, presence of supernumeraries, spring rainfall and their interactions. We sequentially discarded nonsignificant terms (P > 0·05) to
obtain a parsimonious model.

We modelled the probability that birds would survive from the end
of the breeding season until they were able to initiate breeding in
the subsequent breeding season (a clutch was produced on their
territory). We fitted generalized linear mixed models with a logit-link
function and binomial error where the response variable was to
survive or not, and the random term was the identity of the female.
We fitted separate models for male and female dominants. Explanatory
variables were spring rainfall, number of supernumeraries (initially
0, 1 or 2+) and the age of the dominant (initially 1, 2 or 3+), and the
interactions between these terms. A paired comparison approach
is not possible in this case as the failure to survive in the first year
obviously precludes assessment in the second year.

Results
ANNUAL REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS

CHANGES IN PRODUCTIVITY WITHIN INDIVIDUALS

We also examined how reproductive success changed within individuals,
as these comparisons potentially control for consistent effects
of territory and/or female quality. We could contrast females whose
age changed in consecutive years from 1 to 2 years of age, and where
supernumeraries were present in 1 year and not the other. In
such contrasts, the influence of environmental conditions is
better represented by change in climate between years. Exploratory
analysis revealed a dichotomy between abrupt changes between
years in spring rainfall (change > 110 mm) and consecutive
years where the rainfall was similar (change < 65 mm). These
abrupt changes correspond to the well-known alternation
between dry years influenced by the El Nino Southern Oscillation,
and wet years driven by the converse La Nina phenomenon. We
therefore defined three categories of change (wetter: increased by
> 110 mm, same: change from –65 to +65 mm, and drier: decreased
by > 110 mm).

Seasonal productivity increased strongly with both the
binomial and truncated Poisson components for spring
rainfall, between the first and later years of life of the female,
and as territories acquired a supernumerary (all P < 0·002;
Table 1; Fig. 3). There were no interaction effects, though the
binomial component of the interaction between female age
and the presence of a supernumerary approached significance
(Table 1).
Generalized linear models differ in their assumptions
concerning the distribution of the error term in the regression
model, which can be assessed by examining the distribution of
Pearson residuals ((observed values-fitted values)/(standard
error of the fitted values)) relative to the fitted values from
the model. We contrasted our ZIP models with comparable
models based separately on the assumption of Normal,
Poisson and Binomial errors. Although one benefit of the ZIP
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Table 1. Model estimates for the binomial and truncated Poisson component of zero-inflated Poisson models of seasonal reproductive success
in Malurus cyaneus. Models for interaction terms refer to the estimate of effects from models also containing main effects (two-way terms) or
two-way terms (three-way terms). All main effects were highly significant – denoted by P-values in bold
Binomial

Truncated Poisson

Model term

Estimate

SE

t

P

Estimate

SE

t

P

Rainfall · Help · Female age
Rainfall · Female age
Rainfall · Help
Female age · Help
Female age
Help
Rainfall

0·0012
–0·0016
–0·0014
0·67
0·73
–0·56
0·004

0·0043
0·002
0·0029
0·35
0·16
0·16
0·0009

0·29
–0·82
– 0·75
1·93
4·60
–3·53
4·39

0·38
0·29
0·31
0·06
< 0·001
< 0·001
< 0·001

0·00097
0·00096
–0·00008
–0·15
0·28
–0·17
0·0021

0·00177
0·00089
0·00069
0·13
0·06
0·05
0·0003

0·54
0·64
–0·11
–1·15
4·45
–3·33
6·17

0·34
0·32
0·40
0·21
< 0·001
0·002
< 0·001

Fig. 3. Means and predictions from models based on a zero-inflated
Poisson link function in relation to spring rainfall, and whether the
female is in her first year or not, and whether a supernumerary is
absent or present on the territory.

approach, the ability to have different explanatory variables
for the Binomial and truncated Poisson responses, does not
apply in this case, the ZIP method captured the data well,
while the residuals derived from other link functions were
highly constrained. However, analyses conducted using the
other link functions produced identical conclusions – there
were three main effects and no interactions. As already
described, these models give little indication of causation.
While the effects of rainfall are almost certainly causative, age
and supernumerary effects require some care in interpretation.

EFFECTS ON PRODUCTIVITY WITHIN INDIVIDUALS OF
HELP, AGE AND CLIMATE

In order to dissect the problem of causality further we first
considered whether the increase in productivity with age

Fig. 4. Model estimates of the production of independent young in:
(a) first year females according to whether they survive to breed
again; and (b) females according to whether they will remain without
a helper (Neither), gain a helper (Increase), lose any helpers (Decrease),
or continue to have access to helpers (Both). The values are model
estimates, their standard errors, and the number of seasons sampled.

could be affected by selection against low-quality females
that failed to survive through the first year. In contrast to this
prediction, females that survived had similar fecundity in
their first year to females that only bred once (Fig. 4a; binomial
effect; t = −1·84; P = 0·07; truncated Poisson effect; t = 0·69,
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Table 2. Significance of interaction terms for a model of the change
in reproductive success in M. cyaneus in relation to changes in climate,
age and helper number. Because climate and helper number factors
contain several terms, the individual coefficients are not presented.
Main effects are described in the text and presented in Fig. 5
Wald χ2 d.f.

Term

Rainfall change · Helper change · Female age 4·26
Helper change · Female age
0·60
Rainfall change · Female age
3·50
Helper change · Rainfall change
10·32

6
3
2
6

P
0·64
0·89
0·17
0·11

P = 0·33). In order to examine the plausibility of the Dickinson–
Hatchwell conjecture, we also fitted ZIP models of the first of
paired years of reproduction to test for differences between
the Neither, Both, Increaser and Decreaser cases. The difference
between the categories was primarily associated with the
truncated Poisson effect (Binomial effect; χ2 = 7·0, d.f. = 3,
P = 0·07; truncated Poisson effect; F3,343 = 3·48, P = 0·02). As
predicted by Dickinson & Hatchwell (2004), reproduction
was lowest for Neither, but contrary to expectations, was
highest for Increaser rather than Both (Fig. 4b).
In our model of the change between years (Table 2; Fig. 5),
improvement was greatest for birds where the change was
between first and later years of life (Wald χ2 = 9·5, d.f. = 1,
P = 0·002), and where rainfall increased between years
(χ2 = 49·2, d.f. = 2, P << 0·001). However, there was no effect
of gain or loss of a supernumerary (χ2 = 2·6, d.f. = 3, P = 0·45),
nor any interactions (Table 2).
We then used paired comparison tests to contrast performance
of individual females in the first and second years of their life.
Overall, females reared on average 0·48 ± 0·16 SE. (n = 154)
more young to independence in their second year of life (paired
t = 2·97, P = 0·003), but this effect was most pronounced if
rainfall was similar or improved. For the case where rainfall
was similar between the 2 years the increase was 0·63 ±
0·26 SE (n = 41) young, or 46% (paired t = 2·41, P = 0·02).
Paired comparison tests on the effect of gaining or losing a
supernumerary among older birds revealed that overall there
was no effect (–0·31 ± 0·23 SE; n = 139; paired t = −1·34, P =
0·18, noting that the probability estimate is for the significance

Fig. 5. Predictions of general linear mixed models of the change in
reproductive success between years in relation to: (a) whether helper
number changes; (b) whether spring rainfall changes; and (c) whether
the transition is between the first two years or between later years of
life. The bars to the right of each set of histograms represent twice the
standard error of the difference for the bars to the left. The effect of
change in helper number was not significant but the predictions from
a model including this variable are included for illustrative purposes.
Sample sizes are the number of seasons sampled.

of a negative value), with increases in productivity instead
primarily associated with improved spring rainfall. For the
case where rainfall was similar between the 2 years the estimate
was once again negative but not significantly so (–0·15 ±
0·41 SE, n = 54, paired t = −0·35; P = 0·73).
SURVIVAL EFFECTS

It is also possible that the primary benefit of the presence of
a supernumerary occurs through load-lightening, which
should manifest itself as increased post-breeding survival.
In models of the probability that females would die before
the next breeding season, there was no effect of any of the
interaction terms (Table 3). The probability that females

Table 3. Model estimates from a generalized linear mixed model analysis of survival of dominant female and male Malurus cyaneus. Models
for interaction terms refer to the estimate of effects from models containing main effects (two-way terms) or two-way terms (three-way terms).
The one significant effect is denoted by P-value in bold. Significance tests are Wald χ2
Females

Males

Model term

Estimate

SE

χ2

P

Estimate

SE

χ2

P

Rainfall · Help · Age
Rainfall · Age
Rainfall · Help
Age · Help
Age
Rainfall
Help
Constant

0·00039
–0·0039
–0·0024
–0·20
0·16
–0·0017
0·55
–1·27

0·005
0·0023
0·0022
0·39
0·17
0·0010
0·16
0·13

0·29
2·83
1·15
0·28
0·94
2·75
12·1

0·94
0·09
0·28
0·60
0·33
0·10
< 0·001

–0·037
0·0016
–0·0020
–0·77
0·12
–0·0001
0·02
–0·85

0·023
0·0036
0·0021
0·82
0·23
0·0011
0·15
0·11

2·55
0·19
0·92
0·89
0·28
0·01
0·02

0·11
0·66
0·34
0·35
0·60
0·92
0·89
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Fig. 6. Effect of the presence of supernumerary M. cyaneus on the
probability of surviving from the end of the breeding season until
eggs are laid on the territory in the following breeding season. Sample
sizes denote the number of breeding seasons.

would die was affected by neither age ( χ2 = 0·9, d.f. = 1, P = 0·33),
nor rainfall (χ2 = 2·8, d.f. = 1, P = 0·10), but the risk of mortality
was 50% higher for females without a supernumerary on the
territory (Fig. 6; χ2 = 12·3, d.f. = 1, P < 0·001; mortality risk:
unassisted females = 0·33, females with a supernumerary
present = 0·22). By contrast, there were no terms that predicted
the survival of dominant males (Table 3). Most important,
there was no effect of the presence of supernumeraries on
male survival (Fig. 6; χ2 = 0·02, d.f. = 1, P = 0·89).

Discussion
Statistical models of annual reproductive success in the
cooperatively breeding superb fairy-wren Malurus cyaneus
identified three strong positive correlates: spring rainfall, the
age of the breeding female, and the presence of supernumeraries
on the territory. However, analysis of changes within females
suggest that while the effect of female age is causative, the
effect of help by supernumeraries is not. Instead, high-quality
breeders and/or territories are likely to accumulate philopatric
supernumeraries. However, supernumeraries do provide a
deferred benefit, increased likelihood that the breeding female
will survive to breed again. This effect is likely to be causative
because increased survival is not observed in the philopatric
sex, contrary to predictions of the hypothesis that characteristics
of the territory rather than help per se promote survival.

REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS

Statistical models suggest that reproductive success is
correlated with spring rainfall, an increase in age, and the
presence of at least one supernumerary. The effect of rainfall
is easily understood in this case. The study periods encompassed
some of the most severe drought conditions recorded in
south-eastern Australia, and these clearly restricted virtually
every aspect of the reproduction of the fairy-wrens, almost
certainly by reducing the availability of food.

Three hypotheses are commonly invoked to explain agerelated increases in reproductive success in birds (Curio 1983;
Saether 1990; Forslund & Pärt 1995). First, some aspect of
parental skill could increase with experience or maturation,
such as foraging ability and habitat selection (e.g. Pärt 2001),
or co-ordination with other group members (Nevoux, Weimerskirch & Barbraud 2007). Second, because the residual
reproductive success of birds declines with age, increased
risk-taking may be favoured as age advances, though this
could be countered if low-quality individuals incur fewer
reproductive costs (e.g. Pärt, Gustafsson & Moreno 1992).
Finally, the elimination of low-quality individuals through
selection may lead to homogeneous high-quality individuals
at advanced ages (e.g. Cam & Monnat 2000; Mauck, Huntington
& Grubb 2004). The latter hypothesis is not supported in this
case, as first year females that survived to breed again had
similar productivity to those that did not, and individual
females on average increased their success by 50% from year
to year. Hence the effect of age is likely to be causative.
The residual reproductive success hypothesis does not predict
that the effects of age will be concentrated between the first
and second year of life in birds that can breed for nine breeding
seasons. Hence, some aspect of experience is implicated. The
absence of an interaction between rainfall and breeding output contrasts with several studies that have reported the poor
performance of young birds is exacerbated by severe environmental conditions (e.g. Laaksonen, Korpimäki & Hakkarainen
2002; Bunce, Ward & Norman 2005). This suggests that foraging
ability may be less important in determining differences between
first and older birds than experience at nest location and
construction, as vulnerability to predators may be a more
important determinant of output than foraging ability (e.g.
Komdeur 1996). None the less, birds of all ages gain a considerable advantage from improved rainfall (Fig. 5).
Our analyses of the consequences of help are more complicated. The initial statistical modelling revealed a positive
association between help and productivity, while paired
comparisons of females with and without help suggest that
this is not due to help per se. In addition, the productivity of
birds influences the likelihood that helper numbers will
change (Fig. 4b), as predicted by both the Dickinson–Hatchwell
conjecture and the hypothesis that high-quality territories
will be more likely to recruit supernumeraries. Can these
alternatives be distinguished? Dickinson & Hatchwell (2004)
have argued the association between productivity and the
likelihood that helper number will change precludes the use of
paired comparisons to control for female/territory effects of
help. However, their underlying logic is not clear, as detection
of an effect of help is only impossible if there are some individuals that are so superior that they derive no further benefit
from help, and another subclass that are so poor that they
would gain no benefit from help. Indeed, a logical corollary is
that if large proportions of birds undergo changes in group
size, as occurs in our data (129 of 223; 57%), the population
would eventually reorganize so that birds with supernumeraries
would gain no benefit from their presence, while birds that
were incompetent at reproduction would be unassisted. This of
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course exacerbates the unreliability of mean values, and hence
reduces even further the ability to interpret the correlations
detected in the statistical models as causative. It is less clear
that paired comparisons are undermined. For example, in the
fairy-wren data, the Decreaser class has intermediate productivity
to the Neither or Both class (Fig. 4). It could be argued that
Both–Decreaser equals the component due to environmental/
female quality, and Decreaser–Neither equals the effect
attributable to help. Hence, we predict further decline equivalent
to Decreaser–Neither once the helper is no longer present,
but there is no change in our data (Fig. 4).
In addition, the Dickinson–Hatchwell argument trivializes
the complex process of acquisition and loss of supernumeraries.
Loss can occur on successful territories because death or
dispersal to neighbouring vacancies outweighs recruitment.
In turn, recruitment depends not just on productivity, but on
production of the philopatric sex, which is not guaranteed
because the number of independent young is so low that often
only daughters will be reared. By contrast, in M. cyaneus an
increase in the number of supernumeraries is most likely for
(1) older females, which have greater productivity, and hence
more likely to recruit helpers than 1 year olds, and (2) when
drought breaks, when reproductive success increases sharply.
It is because helper number increases after rain that the
productivity of Increasers exceeds that for the Both class.
However, despite the high productivity of Increasers, there
is no evidence of a production threshold, as their average
performance is less than rearing a single brood to independence.
Hence, a further effect of help should be detectable, but does
not occur. Thus while dissection into the four classes envisaged
by the Dickinson–Hatchwell conjecture is a useful step in
analysis, we do not believe their argument that the paired
comparison method will not reveal helper effects if they are
present. In the case of M. cyaneus, there is no evidence that
acquisition or loss of a supernumerary leads to gain or reduction
in productivity, so we argue that the correlation between
group size and productivity is likely to be a consequence of
greater recruitment of supernumeraries where the quality of
the territory or female is high. However, it will prove interesting
to apply these methods to examine the situation in other
species where the relativities between the four classes are
different, as this may allow novel insights.
By contrast, our analyses reveal a hitherto unreported
correlation between the presence of supernumeraries and
the subsequent survival of the female. Effects of helpers on
future reproductive success are plausible, as many cooperative
breeders use the presence of helpers to reduce the amount of
parental care (load-lightening), rather than increase productivity
(Hatchwell 1999). This is particularly true where nestling
starvation is rare (Hatchwell 1999), as in the case in fairy-wrens.
However, detecting effects on survival is notoriously difficult
to interpret, as load-lightening could lead to improved
survival, but territories where survival is enhanced should
also accumulate philopatric helpers. Alternative approaches
are difficult, as paired comparisons are confounded where
death is one of the outcomes, and experiments that increase
mortality are questionable ethically. There is also the possibility

that highly localized density-dependent competition between
group members could cause reduced survival (Cockburn
et al. 2003; Brouwer et al. 2006). However, because we have
detected enhanced survival in females, which are never
philopatric, and no benefit for males, the philopatric sex, we
believe that our results are best interpreted as evidence of a
causative improvement of survival.
The fact that females rather than dominant males gain a
survival benefit is surprising, because dominant males reduce
provisioning in the presence of a helper more than females
(Dunn & Cockburn 1996). Our earlier analyses had suggested
that males may use load-lightening to increase the rate of
extra-group courtship displays (Green et al. 1995). However,
subsequent work revealed that additional courtship during
the breeding season is unlikely to increase extra-group parentage
(Green et al. 2000), which instead is based on courtship
outside the period of parental provisioning (Dunn & Cockburn
1999; Double & Cockburn 2003).
A possible reason for the greater sensitivity of female
survival is that males provision at a much lower rate than they
can potentially achieve (MacGregor & Cockburn 2002), and
are largely insensitive to the needs of the brood (Dunn &
Cockburn 1996). By contrast, female provisioning responds
strongly to brood size and nestling age (Dunn & Cockburn
1996), and it may be the costs of this sensitivity that allows
females to benefit from load-lightening. However, it is more
likely that the difference arises because females are exclusively
responsible for some components of investment, and hence the
unique beneficiaries of any reduction in those components. In
particular, females reduce the size of the eggs they lay when
they have helpers, yet this reduced investment is fully compensated by the increased food delivery that occurs at nests
with helpers (Russell et al. 2007). Females thus use helpers to
obtain future benefits rather than to enhance current reproductive benefits.
These analyses exacerbate the paradox posed by the balance
between cost and benefits experienced by dominant male fairywrens that tolerate helpers. Our previous work has identified
three severe costs to dominant males of the presence of a supernumerary. Females with helpers increase the allocation of
paternity to extra-group males, so the addition of a single
helper reduces within-group paternity (Mulder et al. 1994;
Dunn & Cockburn 1999). In addition, females are often unrelated
to the supernumerary males, and in these circumstances allow
the supernumerary about one-quarter of the young that are
sired within-group (Cockburn et al. 2003). Third, if the dominant
male is sufficiently attractive to solicit visits from extra-group
females, he is vulnerable to parasitism by the helper (Double
& Cockburn 2003). The results we report here suggest that
these costs are not compensated by increased fecundity or
survival. In dramatic contrast, the female gains two substantial
benefits from the presence of helpers. First, constraints on
unrestricted mate choice are alleviated, so she is free to allocate
paternity among a large pool of potential sires (Mulder et al.
1994). Second, females without helpers have a 50% greater
chance of death between breeding seasons compared with
those that were assisted by a supernumerary.
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Collectively, these observations raise the problem of why
males tolerate helpers. The absence of female supernumeraries
is in part a consequence of aggression by the dominant female,
suggesting expulsion of supernumeraries is feasible. Why this
does not occur is perhaps the greatest unresolved problem
in understanding the remarkable social and mating system of
these birds.
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